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The ocean was a dominating beast at the edge of the 

village. The men had fed their families for generations 

and generations by fishing from it; the children watched 

the sun make the wet shore glitter like gold flakes and 

knew there was magic in the world; the women were forever 

sweeping and mopping to rid the houses of the pervasive 

black residue of sand. Empty seashells, their insides 

glowing a gentle, intimate pink, lined the concrete water 

reservoirs out back of each house. The gringos came to 

surf the ripples that the sea answered the earth with.  

 The surfers felt it grab and claw at them when they 

got caught below a wave; the salt water went up their 

noses and all day long clear streams of salt water 

dripped from their nostrils. The fishermen watched the 

shifts and swells intently; the various moods of the sea 

determined the underlying music everyone in the village, 

except for Ramon, listened endlessly to. It was the music 

behind births, breakups, deaths, riding along the beach 

on the way to the next village or fishing spot, a silver 

can of Modelo in hand.  
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 But none of them knew how to converse fully with the 

ocean; they only knew slight, surface expressions of the 

being. The heartbeat at the centre of the vast, liquid 

thing would always be a secret.  

 Ramon lived with his parents, sister, brother-in-law 

and his sister’s three children in the long, low green 

house next to the slight cove where the fishing boats 

docked. People called him Mudo, although his mother 

countered that he had a name and they should call him by 

it. When she reported it back to him, he thought of the 

physical presence of the speaker. He understood the 

shrill, phony eyes and unnatural movements of Juanita 

whose parents ran the restaurant on the left of the road 

to the playa better when he knew she insisted always on 

calling him Mudo; but he was surprised at the pang of 

disappointment he felt when his mother told him that 

Claudio, who ran the more popular restaurant opposite 

Juanita’s, sometimes referred to him that way when his 

name escaped her. He liked meeting Claudio’s frank, 

honest eyes and he felt safe around her solid, mannish 

bulk in the torn, sweat-stained clothes she always wore.  
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 Still, nobody in the tiny village could remember one 

another’s name. The flat-nosed, feminine teenage boy in 

the house behind theirs was Negro to Ramon’s father for 

his dark skin, and the cow-eyed, slow-smiling man who 

sold stacks of corn tortillas from a blue cooler in the 

back of his truck was solely called Primo, cousin. Ramon 

could have gotten tagged with a lot worse, like the woman 

who was called Vieja because she was not married. He did 

not speak, that was a fact, so Mudo was fair enough. 

 The translucent, mint green fishing line of the nets 

found its way all over town. The children attached it to 

toy cars and rolled the other end around empty soda 

bottles to unfurl on the hard red roads; people digging 

up their yards to plant vegetables found endless segments 

of it tangled in the dirt. The tanks and empty litre 

bottles of soda that the lobster fishermen used as buoys 

stood outside every house. The men lay in hammocks under 

the clay tiled roof near the beach and repaired nets all 

day long. Mudo helped them when he was not out on the 

water, but he loved being on the water. 
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 The boats left at dawn, before it got too hot. Mudo 

rode in Mi Princesa Venus, his brother-in-law’s boat, and 

he helped to coil the rusted iron anchor on its frayed 

rope into the boat and push it out to sea. He braced his 

legs on the wet sand and then ran to jump into the blue-

bottomed, white-bodied craft before it passed the line of 

rock jutting out from the tide pools. 

 Above them, saggy-beaked pelicans flew in a dark V 

against the sky; in the distance, a whale was a black 

mountain on the ever-changing horizon. 

 Agujon leapt past the ceiling of their world only to 

dive right back in. Mudo wished that he could do the 

same; what would await him when he broke above the 

glimmering stars? Would he also dive right back into 

Earth, as he suspected?  

 Soon they could not see anything around them except 

the big, salt cerulean. The men brought out the poles 

with the glittery, tiered neon bait and cast them wide 

and deep. They gossiped whilst waiting for the elusive 

bite, their faces under the straw hats scowling and 

creasing against the abrasive radiance of the rising sun. 
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 Mudo could guess at the gossip because his mother 

kept him abreast, and she knew most everything that was 

going on. The skinny man with a pompadour, who dressed in 

white collared shirts and black slacks as if he was in a 

gangster movie, and smoked a lot of marijuana, had found 

a new old woman to live with him and cook for him. His 

competitors for the woman were bitter, but he was the 

youngest of them and the woman wanted someone who would 

go at it all night long. And the big-bellied man missing 

a front tooth was angry at the fence built around the 

house in front of his. He had availed himself of its 

outhouse at all hours, especially after a long drinking 

and dominoes session; the people who lived in the house 

rented it from his mother, so he had a right to use its 

toilet, he said. He had declared that he would axe 

through the miserable sticks of the fence any day now.

 But soon Mudo stopped guessing and turned his head 

to what he loved best. Round, luminescent pailettes 

sparkled from the water like diamonds; he wished to 

crystallize them and gather them for the woman he 

secretly loved, the woman whose skin always smelled like 

salt from the sea. Today, the boat was cradled as mildly 

as a baby in its mother’s womb.  
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He kept his eyes intently on his fishing rod, cast 

straight ahead from the bow of the boat, but they strayed 

for an instant to a sea turtle that rose up, its back 

marked with brown and white prisms; then it was gone into 

the wild, melancholy depths again.  

 The bottom of the boat filled up with barrilete, the 

fish with gummy, black skin that the fishermen did not 

sell but gave to their families to make into the daily 

staple of tiritas. The fish was sliced thinly, served raw 

with red onion, cilantro, lime juice, salt, and chilli, 

and eaten with tortilla chips or saltine crackers. For 

the past weeks this fish had been their only catch.

 Staring out to sea, Mudo lost any orientation. If 

needed, he would quickly find his points of reference 

again. But someone else was at the wheel. And he was 

outside of the talk; there was nothing to tell him where 

he was in relation to anything else in the world. He did 

not want to escape or hide; he wanted to stay there, in 

the roaring, elegant ocean, wherever it had taken him and 

would take him.  

 When the glare of the sun started to penetrate deep 

into his skull, Mudo let his eyes drop between his feet; 

under the barrilete he saw the wood of the knobby club 

that laid there, and it told him again where he was. The 

club was heavy and dense; it allowed no room for 

tremulous sentiment.  
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If it became needed, it was Mudo’s job to use it; to 

pound it down again and again. He used the beat of his 

own heart as a tempo.  

 Beside his heart there were the crunches and smacks 

he made when eating, which always felt momentous within 

his own body, as did the struggles of his breath through 

his nose and mouth, and the grunts and swirls of his 

stomach grumbling and his intestines whooshing out; 

sometimes the hissing as his bladder swelled. But his 

heartbeat was the only thing that accompanied his life as 

the sound of the ocean accompanied the rest of the 

villagers. 

 Mudo’s eyes left the club and went back to the sea, 

but the impression of the club stayed with him and 

grounded him like ballast.  

 Beneath the boat, the paz vela was coursing to a 

wide, deep reservoir that it had escaped from once 

before. It had been confused by the waving sea-plants and 

floated in the shimmering turquoise for so long that it 

was seduced into believing it could stay there forever. 

But it had left and retreated to the diversion of the 

injurious, crashing breakers, then was spewed back into 

the navy blue profound, where it felt safe.  

 Now it swam peacefully, looking for food as it 

always did; and there in front of it lay a large, 

succulent squid.  
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 As Mudo’s brother-in-law saw his line curve sharply, 

the other men scrambled to reel in the other lines and 

give the paz vela a clear path free of tangling obstacles 

as it circled the small boat again and again. The water 

churned as it veered east in a desperate attempt to 

dislodge the hook in its mouth, and Negro twisted the 

wheel to keep the boat on a graceful, parallel trajectory 

to the fish.  

 The men leant forward, tracking the fight and ready 

to take the pole or crouch into the shelter of the boat. 

They knew that the paz vela’s saber of a beak stabbed one 

neatly through the heart. 

 Mudo shoved the pathetic barrilete aside as he drew 

the club up from the bottom. He knew that it would be 

hours of graft before the club would be needed, if it was 

needed at all; but he wanted to have it at hand. 

 But today the fish did not wrestle. Within minutes, 

the line was sliding by as Mudo’s brother in law reeled 

in smooth and easy. The other men, losing the chance to 

prove themselves, shoved the mudo. He would finally be 

needed soon. 
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 Then the gleaming bluish gray muscle and the bone 

and webbing lay lashing in the boat and a perfectly 

round, marbled eye glistened up at Mudo as he drew the 

club above his head. As he brought it down onto the fish, 

the large ebony pupil striated in dull silver stared at 

him. It kept staring as fixedly and as beautifully as a 

jewel as he clubbed it again and again. The regularity of 

the pounding of the club on the bottom of the boat joined 

together with the beat of Mudo’s heart into a music that 

played loud throughout all of his body. The music 

inflated and other people disappeared. All the talk 

evaporated. There was only the place where Mudo longed to 

be able to live. 

 He felt brave and bold. The only boundary in the 

world was the far-away horizon, and even this trembled in 

the distance like the dying fish in the bottom of the 

boat, one fading into the next in Mudo’s mind. It felt 

like the bottom of the sea.  

 Through the anonymous matter surrounding them all, 

invisible but there on his skin like the water when he 

swam, Mudo felt a thin spear slide into the thick, 

callused skin of his heel. Quickly, his eyes darted to 

the bottom of the boat; in the sloshing brine, next to 

the fish, the aubergine purple spikes of a sea urchin 

spread beneath his foot.
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 He would not let any of them see the silence of the 

mudo broken by pain. He swallowed it back down and 

brought the club down in a medicinal wallop onto the paz 

vela.  

 And something else came vibrating through; it was 

clandestine and goldish, vacillating but undeniable in 

its presence. Mudo thought that it belonged to the sea; 

and as he gave the fish one last whack and saw the last 

wavering filament of life slip from that encompassing eye 

as the purplish blood joined his own red blood and the 

salt water on the bottom of the boat, all of the pulses 

stopped. He could not even feel his own heartbeat.  

 Mudo was back in the boat with the other men, rough 

and hearty, on top of the mysterious, silent ocean with 

their catch.  

 

 


